
PAY GAP ANALYSIS
AND REPORTING

Make better people

decisions with your

diversity

data

https://www.spktral.com/


WHO ARE SPKTRAL?

When Gender Pay Gap Reporting was introduced in 2017,

Spktral CEO Anthony, realised there was no tech-driven solution

for what should be a simple process. That's why he started

Spktral.

Our focus is your pay gap analysis and reporting - specifically

gender, ethnicity and disability. You get access to our easy-to-

use platform, flexible consulting with pay gap specialists, and

our online resources, to help you throughout your entire pay gap

journey.

 

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU

Our mission is simple: to Empower Equal Futures. 

Tagline aside, our team are passionate about supporting

organisations like yours on your pay gap journey. 

We want to make it as easy as possible for you to transform

your HR and payroll data into insightful pay gap analysis. This

enables you to make evidence-based decisions about your

most valuable asset - your people.
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WHAT MAKES US
DIFFERENT
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You get exclusive access to pay gap

specialists who have been crunching

this data, uncovering insights and

guiding action plans since 2016.

At every stage of your journey our

services are tailored to meet your

specific needs; we have built our

reputation on this commitment to our

clients.

 

You get actionable insights from your

data in a few clicks with our highly

intuitive, user-friendly technology.

 

Our agility, knowledge and focus

deliver exceptional value,

outperforming your existing internal

or external resources.

Easy-to-use Technology

Specialist Knowledge

Client Focus

Fast and Flexible

Great Value

You move through the process

efficiently with a responsive service

that adapts to suit your unique

position.

Our priority is to develop long-term

relationships with our clients and are

always on hand to help.

Exceptional Service



PAY GAP ANALYSIS
PROCESS

Pay Gap analysis can be simple if you have a good

process. Here's how we help our clients get it right:

Ensure your data sources are
accurate

1

2

3

4
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Discover meaningful insights from
your data

Use your insights to formulate
your action plans

Track progress and collaborate

Continuously improve this cycle5



Ensure your data is

accurate

This is an often overlooked, but vital

first step. This is business intelligence,

you shouldn't be making decisions

with inaccurate data.

When you’re compiling a spreadsheet

full of HR and payroll data, you run

the risk of human error and of making  

mistakes. Without validating the raw

data and comparing that to the

calculated output you may introduce

inaccurate hourly rates to your pay

gap summary.

STEP 1

PAY GAP ANALYSIS
PROCESS

Pay Gap analysis can be simple if you have a good process.

Here's how we help our clients get it right:

spktral audit

spktral upload
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We don't make you fill out our template,

we use your systems and processes and

flex around you to ensure that any future

data extraction is clear and simple for

you, not us.

As the file is uploaded it passes  through

our gatekeeper algorithms which check

a multitude of validations and also apply

timeframe checks to all your date-based

data.

With our one-click payslip audit we show

how each line in your spreadsheet has

been transformed into an adjusted hourly

rate of pay. You can check the full range

of pay or perform a spot check by

searching for individual HR IDs.  For

added resilience, you can download a

.csv and compare that against your

original data file.



STEP 2

spktral employee funnel

spktral pay DNA

Discover meaningful

insights from your data

At this stage you will produce the six

metrics required by the Government

for your compliant Gender pay gap

report. Pop them in a document with a

written statement, submit to the UK

Government's Gender pay gap service

and you've done everything required

by the legislation...

But if you want to get REAL value from

this process, don't stop there!

Once you have accurate data in your

system/spreadsheet/platform, you can

begin to analyse and discover the

insights and stories behind your data.

Identify where there are barriers to

progression, problems with

representation, and start to ask WHY

these issues are there. Take the time to

understand your unique situation.

Very quickly you will discover where

you can focus your resource to make

the most impactful change on your 

 pay gaps.
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The GEO have confirmed that

furloughed employees will not be

included in your gender pay gap report.

This makes it even more important that

you fully understand your employee

funnel. 

Insights require context – even before

the new furlough guidance, we

discovered that an organisation’s pay

gap is based on approximately 80% of

their workforce due to the reporting rules

that require omission of certain

groups/circumstances. 

We believe the true story of your pay gap

doesn’t lie in pay gap percentages.  To

boil an entire organisation down to one

number is a gross simplification of a

complicated situation.  

Our platform shows you a more

complete view of your organisation –

your DNA.  It shows your overall

representation and then how this

changes across the pay range along with

clear insights on where you’re over and

under-represented.



How does the exclusion of

furloughed employees affect your

gender pay gap figures?

What happens when you make a

certain team redundant, close an

office, or hire a new company

director?

Throughout this process our pay gap

specialists learn about your organisation.

Now, we use this and your data to guide

you through your metrics in a

collaborative insight discovery session.

We'll show you how to find out the

answers with our easy-to-use charting,

grouping and filtering feature.

Experiment with 'what if' scenario

planning and be confident that these

difficult people decisions are evidence-

based.

spktral reporting

Use your insights to

inform your action plan

The process of sharing, discussing and

formulating action plans is

fundamental to making better people

decisions.

Now, more than ever, your planning

needs to be driven by insightful pay

gap analysis that shows you how the

representation of diverse talent is

being affected by COVID-19, Brexit,

digital transformation and cost

cutting.

Having collaborative insight discovery

sessions will help you understand the

stories behind your data and how your

decisions will affect the make-up of

your organisation.
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spktral charting

STEP 3

From extensive user feedback we

learned that clients either needed

summary reports or they actually wanted

a fully compliant report that could be

directly uploaded to their website in

.PDF format.  

Our platform auto generates summary

reports from each data file - you can

have one downloaded within twenty

seconds of the data file upload.  

Our fully compliant reports are three

pages by default, and you can upload

your organisation’s logo and a digital

signature for the compliance attestation.  

You can also add supporting narrative to

the start, individual sections and the

closing statement.



Track and share your

progress

This may be the first time you have

conducted pay gap analysis, or you

make have been doing it for a few

years now. Either way, you should be

tracking changes in your data and how

issues like representation and

progression are affected over time as

you implement your action plans.

This is also an opportunity to build a

reputation and relationship of trust

with your employees, customers,

investors and other important

stakeholders.

STEP 4

spktral partition

spktral users

Our easy-to-use software means you

can authorise a user hierarchy that

meets your data access and risk

management policies.  

You may have a dedicated working

group, or you may task one person to

upload the data and another to audit

and uncover insights.  

With different user personas, you can

easily control the actions each user can

perform.  The engagement manager has

full control of all users, the operators can

upload/delete data and you can

authorise others to just view the data.
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For bigger organisations that want to

carry out extensive scenario planning you

have the ability to have a partitioned

testing section where you can upload a

multitude of files to gather valuable

information on certain events.  

You may not want your Senior

Leadership Team to see this until you

have completed your analysis, so the

work is done in the testing partition and

your compliant partition remains

untouched.



Diversity and Inclusion

Gender and ethnicity pay gaps

Cultural change

Optimising business performance

Flexible working

Data is integral to the pay gap process.

However, in order to make the changes

needed to improve, you may require

additional expertise to support you.

Spktral have a team of independent

consultants who are experts in their

respective fields, including;

Each of these areas have a symbiotic

relationship with data and we

encourage you to consider whether you

need to up-skill in these areas. Click here

to find out more about how our

independent consultants can support

you.

Continuously improve

this cycle

One of the most common mistakes

people make with their pay gap

reporting, is treating it like a tax return. 

If you want to improve your pay gap,

you should restart this process as soon

as possible.

After the snapshot 2021 snapshot date

(31 March for Public Sector and 5 April

for Private and Third Sector) you

should have all the information you

need to produce your pay gap figures

from the beginning of May.

The major benefit of this is that once

you have discovered insights you will

be able to make key decisions that

could positively pay gap performance.

Then at your next snapshot date, and

the snapshot after that, you should

start to see a significant shift in the

pace of change in your organisation.

If you wait until 2022 you have wasted

a year when you could have been

making positive changes.
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spktral consultants

STEP 5

https://www.spktral.com/about-us/


More Effective Support Independent Assurance Better People Decisions

What spktral can deliver for you

Schedule your confidential conversation: consult@spktral.com

Find out more about us: www.spktral.com

Speak to one of our pay gap specialists: 0131 610 0360

Follow us for the latest news and insight: 

@Spktral

@spktralUK

LET'S TALK ABOUT YOU

Get in touch and start making better people decisions with

your diversity data.
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https://twitter.com/spktralUK
https://www.linkedin.com/company/spktral/



